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Meeting consumers’ expectations by applying advanced science



Unilever’s Approach:  No Animal Testing

• Every Unilever product must be safe 
for people and our environment

• Animal testing is not needed to 
assess ingredient & product safety –
there are a wide range of non-
animal alternatives grounded in 
modern science and new technology

What we believe How we do it

40+ years of developing 
non-animal safety 
science

70+ collaborations

700+ publications



Advocating for regulatory use of innovative animal-free science for 
improving decisions on chemical safety  (ingredients in consumer products) 





EU Chemicals Strategy for Sustainability
Embed animal-free science as part of Safe & Sustainable by Design



To better protect citizens and the environment we must use the best 
& most-relevant scientific data for decision-making

Data are needed for decisions on:

1. safety of consumers exposed to chemicals in 
products

2. safety of workers exposed to chemicals during 
product manufacture

3. safety of people & non-human species if 
exposed to chemicals in the environment

Safety Science: over past 20+ years new tools & 
models have been used to generate & integrate 
safety data on chemicals – anchored in 
understanding of biological mechanisms

Chemicals Regulations: we are still relying on 
outdated & unreliable animal data (rats, rabbits, 
mice, fish) 

→ change the scientific data inputs for regulatory 
decision-making



For assessing chemical safety we must be critical & objective in 
choosing the best models & methods

Relevance of animal tests?  Uncertainty Factors of 100 - >10,000 applied when 
extrapolating animal data on chemicals for protecting human health



Reproducibility of animal tests?  animal data are not a ‘gold standard’



REACH – compliance with “Animal Testing as a Last Resort”



We need to be consistent & progressive in safety approaches used 
for ingredients in consumer products and for other chemicals

International 
Cooperation on

Cosmetics 
Regulation 

(2018)



Our perspective on the REACH revision
Accelerate use of New Approach Methods (NAMs) and ensure 
animal tests are a last resort

1. Enforce compliance with Article 25 and stop requesting registrants to generate animal data

➢ Introduce obligation for registrants to document NAMs explored & rejected before any animal testing

➢ Introduce procedure for independent scientific justification of any animal testing by NAMs experts

➢ Introduce formal process for scientific dialogue on NAMs and allocate resources needed by regulators

2. Position Annex XI ‘adaptations to technical progress’ as a way to demonstrate compliance with Art. 25

➢ Support broader use of adaptations: weight-of-evidence, substance-tailored exposure-driven testing

➢ Remove outdated & restrictive interpretations not in line with current status of animal-free safety science

3. Amend Annexes VII-X to enable science-driven, substance-tailored approach to address information needs

➢ Implement ‘test agnostic’ approach with associated technical guidance on a tiered, weight-of-evidence, process

→  NAMs fully established to improve scientific basis of decision-making on chemical safety



Our perspective on the CLP revision
Paradigm shift to ensure most relevant scientific evidence is used 
and we all uphold ‘animal testing as a last resort’

1. Future-proof global safety management of chemicals  by working via UN GHS

➢ Develop harmonised tiered weight-of-evidence decision-making frameworks which incorporate species-relevant 
mechanistic NAM data

2. Incorporate evidence from non-animal approaches for classifications on Bioaccumulation (B) & Mobility (M)

➢ B / vB: greater use of in silico approaches, more consideration of metabolism within tiered modelling approach

➢ M / vM: build in additional evidence for ionic or ionisable chemicals

3. Incorporate NAMs data for assessing endocrine disruption (ED) properties

➢ Exclude specific endocrine activities, supporting decision that ED effects in vivo are unlikely

→  NAMs established to improve scientific basis of CLP decisions



We must define & execute a common shared Roadmap to 
phase out animal testing for chemicals regulatory purposes

➢ Establish open multi-stakeholder dialogue on, and transparent scientific evaluation of, NAM strategies for 
specific chemicals / chemical groups: base on evidence & expertise v tradition & opinion

➢ Develop a modern, science-based, chemicals regulatory framework, which facilitates use of NAMs data in 
weight-of-evidence approaches: build on JRC proposal - Safe & Sustainable by Design 

➢ Continue to develop use cases to demonstrate applicability & build confidence; implement via guidance

➢ Accelerate knowledge transfer & training in advanced safety science and NAM-based chemical assessments –
maximise return on >1.5B€ investment in alternatives to animal testing in EU in past 20 years

➢ Stimulate EU capacity building to increase service provision of assays in NAMs toolbox

Consider policy options to stimulate faster progress in regulatory use of animal-free approaches: e.g.
- immediately pause all animal tests on existing cosmetics ingredients →must use NGRA / NAMs [SCCS NoG, 2021]
- for polymers & other new areas in scope, mandate starting with animal-free testing strategies


